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How Much Time Do People With Aphasia
Need to Respond During Picture Naming?

Estimating Optimal Response Time
Cutoffs Using a Multinomial

Ex-Gaussian Approach

William S. Evans,a,b William D. Hula,a,b Yina Quique,a,b and Jeffrey J. Starnsc
Purpose: Aphasia is a language disorder caused by acquired
brain injury, which generally involves difficulty naming objects.
Naming ability is assessed by measuring picture naming,
and models of naming performance have mostly focused
on accuracy and excluded valuable response time (RT)
information. Previous approaches have therefore ignored
the issue of processing efficiency, defined here in terms of
optimal RT cutoff, that is, the shortest deadline at which
individual people with aphasia produce their best possible
naming accuracy performance.

The goals of this study were therefore to (a) develop a novel
model of aphasia picture naming that could accurately account
for RT distributions across response types; (b) use this model
to estimate the optimal RT cutoff for individual people with
aphasia; and (c) explore the relationships between optimal RT
cutoff, accuracy, naming ability, and aphasia severity.
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Method: A total of 4,021 naming trials across 10 people with
aphasia were scored for accuracy and RT onset. Data
were fit using a novel ex-Gaussian multinomial RT model,
which was then used to characterize individual optimal RT
cutoffs.
Results: Overall, the model fitted the empirical data well
and provided reliable individual estimates of optimal RT
cutoff in picture naming. Optimal cutoffs ranged between
approximately 5 and 10 s, which has important implications
for assessment and treatment. There was no direct
relationship between aphasia severity, naming RT, and
optimal RT cutoff.
Conclusion: The multinomial ex-Gaussian modeling
approach appears to be a promising and straightforward way
to estimate optimal RT cutoffs in picture naming in aphasia.
Limitations and future directions are discussed.
Aphasia is a language disorder caused by acquired
brain injury that can affect any aspect of language
production or comprehension and often leads to

significant communication impairments and reduced quality
of life (Cruice et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2015). Therefore, it is
important to accurately assess the language abilities of
people with aphasia (PWA) for the purposes of successful
diagnosis and treatment.
Anomia, defined as deficit in the ability to successfully
retrieve and produce words, is a cardinal feature of aphasia,
experienced to some degree by all PWA (Goodglass, 1980).
Anomia is most often assessed using standardized picture-
naming tests (Druks & Masterson, 2000; Kaplan et al.,
2001; Roach et al., 1996), in which PWA are asked to name
pictures of objects or actions. Naming ability is an excellent
proxy measure for overall aphasia severity (Schuell &
Jimenez-Pabon, 1964; Walker & Schwartz, 2012), and nam-
ing improvements are known to correlate with improvement
in overall communicative functioning ability (Carragher
et al., 2012; Herbert et al., 2008).

While anomia is a deficit in word retrieval affecting
production, this can be operationalized in more than one
way: Word retrieval deficits can be considered in terms of
accuracy (i.e., failed retrieval) and also in terms of process-
ing speed (i.e., delayed retrieval). While slowed language
processing is common in aphasia (e.g., Fromm et al., 2017),
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both research and clinical practice regarding anomia have
mostly focused on accuracy. However, response times
(RTs) are also important from both these perspectives: As
an illustrative example, imagine two PWA (“Ann” and
“Bob”) who both perform with 80% accuracy on an untimed
naming battery, with Ann taking an average of 3 s to re-
spond, while Bob takes an average of 12 s. When both are
given a response deadline of 6 s, Ann maintains the same
80% accuracy, but Bob’s accuracy drops to 40%. They
clearly have different processing speed requirements and
are therefore differentially affected by RT cutoffs. For prac-
tical and functional purposes, Bob likely has a more severe
anomia. Yet, he and Ann could earn identical or completely
divergent naming scores, depending on how the assessment
weighed processing efficiency.

Current anomia assessments have accounted for speed
and accuracy contributions to naming performance in very
different ways, with little supporting rationale. Some naming
assessments employ long deadlines, to the extent that they
are essentially untimed. For example, standard administra-
tion of the Philadelphia Naming Test (PNT; Roach et al.,
1996) allows for up to 30 s to give a single complete re-
sponse, while the Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 2001)
allows up to 20 s before providing additional facilitating
cues. Other assessments, especially from screening batteries,
have shorter response deadlines, after which naming re-
sponses are not accepted at all. For example, the PNT static
short form (Walker & Schwartz, 2012) has a deadline of
10 s, while the Quick Aphasia Battery Picture-Naming sub-
test has a deadline of 6 s (Wilson et al., 2018). An addi-
tional consideration for test performance is whether scores
are penalized for delays. For example, the Comprehensive
Aphasia Test (Swinburn et al., 2004) penalizes responses
that are initiated after 5 s, while the Quick Aphasia Battery
penalized responses that are initiated after 3 s.

From these examples, it can be seen that naming as-
sessments make assumptions about how the construct of
anomia should be operationalized in terms of “retrieval
proficiency” versus “retrieval efficiency.” Having made
these assumptions, a given test can then be norm-referenced.
However, depending on the exact combination chosen,
classification of impairment and/or severity may be very
different for PWA with different speed–accuracy naming
profiles (e.g., Ann vs. Bob). This highlights the fact that
the field needs to think more systematically about the rela-
tionship between speed and accuracy in naming performance
to better characterize anomia.

The current work seeks to help address this need by
examining speed–accuracy tradeoffs in picture-naming
performance in aphasia. Speed–accuracy tradeoffs describe
a well-known phenomenon in which spending more time
on a task tends to increase performance accuracy (e.g.,
Wickelgren, 1977), but often only up to a certain point,
after which additional time spent results in diminishing
additional gains in accuracy (Evans et al., 2019). Applied
to naming, we believe that there may be an optimal amount
of processing time for PWA to maximize naming accuracy.
This motivates the following primary research question in
2 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–16
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our work: How much time should individual PWA spend
trying to name pictures to maximize their chance of pro-
viding an accurate response without taking any more time
than necessary? We define this point as the “optimal RT
cutoff,” which provides a way to operationalize retrieval
proficiency and efficiency using a single metric.

Given the variability noted in naming assessment
procedures above, this question has great practical relevance
for both assessment and treatment. Better characterizing
RT dynamics would provide a more principled basis for
determining efficiency scoring rules and could also lead to
more efficient approaches to assessing naming ability.
Being able to set optimal individualized naming response
cutoffs could also have important implications for anomia
treatment, as many established approaches are based on
picture naming (e.g., Boyle, 2004; Coelho et al., 2000;
Wambaugh et al., 2013) and optimizing the amount of time
spent per trial could have a large effect on overall treatment
dosage (Evans et al., 2019).

In this article, we will present a novel ex-Gaussian
modeling approach for characterizing speed–accuracy rela-
tionships in picture naming for PWA using the optimal
RT cutoff framework. This work should be viewed as an
innovative, but preliminary, presentation and validation of
this technique, which we believe will eventually be able to
address the issues raised above. In the remainder of the
introduction, we will briefly review lexical and other factors
known to affect speed of naming performance in aphasia.
While we will not be able to incorporate these factors into
the current model, we hope to in subsequent work, and it
is important to explicitly acknowledge their role on pro-
cessing speed here. We will then briefly review our previous
modeling work looking at speed–accuracy tradeoffs in
aphasia during lexical decision and existing aphasia naming
models (which have generally ignored processing speed),
which together motivate the need for the new approach
presented here.

Lexical, Contextual, and Patient-Related Factors
Affecting Speed of Naming in Aphasia

As we have reviewed, at least some assessments take
speed of naming performance into consideration at a de-
scriptive level, but it is important to also consider what
factors drive these differences in RT performance. We will
therefore take a moment to review linguistic factors known
to affect speed of naming performance in neurotypical indi-
viduals, followed by a brief review of additional factors
known to affect production speed in aphasia more generally.

In the experimental psychology literature on neuroty-
pical naming performance, a number of linguistic proper-
ties have been found to consistently predict naming speed.
For example, age of acquisition (i.e., the age at which a
given word is typically learned during language develop-
ment) predicts naming speed, with words that are typically
learned later also taking longer to produce (e.g., Barry
et al., 1997; Carroll & White, 1973). Similarly, words with
lower frequency (i.e., words that occur less often in corpora
20, Terms of Use: https://pubs.asha.org/pubs/rights_and_permissions 



analyses) also take longer to produce (Barry et al., 1997;
Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965). There has been some evidence
for word length effects in neurotypical naming as well
(Meyer et al., 2003), although results have been inconsis-
tent (cf. Alario et al., 2004). To our knowledge, the effects
of these linguistic properties (age of acquisition, word fre-
quency, word length) on RT in naming performance have
not been assessed in aphasia, but have been found to
affect accuracy in this population (Fergadiotis, Swiderski,
et al., 2019; Kittredge et al., 2008).

A number of additional disorder- and practice-related
factors have also been found to affect naming RT and
general speed of expressive language performance in apha-
sia. Stroke is known to cause general cognitive slowing
(Cumming et al., 2012; Hochstenbach et al., 1998; Su
et al., 2015), which could serve as an additional contributor
to delayed naming performance in this population. In addi-
tion, aphasia treatment research has shown that naming
RT can be affected by neuromodulation or repetition prim-
ing in anomia treatment, with transcranial direct current
stimulation (Fridriksson et al., 2011) and repetition priming
(Silkes, 2018) associated with faster naming responses for
trained words. Experimentally, semantic and phonological
interference has been found to slow naming performance
in PWA (Rogers et al., 1999), which is consistent with sug-
gesting that delayed production may be caused by increased
difficulty resolving lexical competition (e.g., Schnur et al.,
2006; Wilshire et al., 2006).

While not specifically focused on naming, researchers
have also looked at processing speed in individuals with
mild aphasia at the discourse level. When compared to con-
trols, individuals with very mild or “recovered” aphasia
demonstrate reduced words per minute (Fromm et al.,
2017), increased pause duration, and reduced speech rate
(DeDe & Salis, 2019), as well as slowed performance on
a wide range of comprehension and production tasks
(Neto & Santos, 2012). These examples highlight the fact
that, for mild PWA, the only observable impairment is
often at the level of processing speed, which can still have
significant functional consequences (Cavanaugh & Haley,
2019).

Speed–Accuracy Tradeoffs in Aphasia
While factors above (e.g., lexical properties, stroke-

related cognitive slowing, aphasia severity, and presence of
lexical competition) affect speed and/or accuracy perfor-
mance in aphasia, speed–accuracy tradeoffs likely play an
additional role. In particular, overly cautious response
patterns associated with normal aging can significantly slow
responses (Ratcliff et al., 2006), and it is important to differ-
entiate level of response caution from other possible deter-
minants of processing performance.

Evans et al. (2019) used a diffusion modeling
approach (Ratcliff, 1978) to investigate speed–accuracy
tradeoffs for PWA and matched controls in a lexical deci-
sion task and found that observed processing speed deficits
were attributable to maladaptively cautious response
Evans
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thresholds in 35% of their patient sample. In addition, dif-
fusion model simulations successfully estimated optimal
speed–accuracy tradeoffs for individual PWA, which they
defined as the least amount of time required to approach
asymptotic accuracy performance. This illustrates a model-
based approach to exploring the “efficiency” of language
use in aphasia and not just the overall level of proficiency.
However, the lexical decision task used by Evans et al. had
limited ecological validity. Developing similar modeling
techniques applicable for anomia assessment would expand
the theoretical scope of this approach and support more
direct application to clinical practice.

Existing Modeling Approaches to Understanding
Naming Performance in Aphasia

There have been a number of modeling approaches
seeking to provide a more detailed understanding of anomia
in PWA based on data taken from tests of picture naming.
Among the most productive of these has been the semantic–
phonological two-step interactive activation model (Foygel
& Dell, 2000). This computational model successfully re-
produces key features of naming performance by PWA
(Schwartz et al., 2006) and provides parameter estimates,
based on naming error profiles of individual PWA, that
usefully correspond to lexical–semantic and phonological
processing ability (Abel et al., 2009, 2007; Dell et al., 2013;
Tochadse et al., 2018). Basic item response theory models
have also been applied to the task of developing a calibrated
item bank and computer adaptive assessment of overall
naming ability in aphasia (Fergadiotis, Hula, et al., 2019;
Fergadiotis et al., 2015). More recently, Walker et al.
(2018) have proposed a hybrid model that integrates item
response theory-based latent trait measurement with a
multidimensional cognitive architecture derived from psycho-
linguistic models such as Foygel and Dell (2000) using a
multinomial processing tree approach.

The strengths of these models are that they have been
able to reliably estimate anomia severity and delineate
underlying processing deficits based on available accuracy
and error type data as input, which is readily available from
standardized naming assessments of anomia. However,
existing approaches have generally focused on modeling
proficiency and neglected processing efficiency. Therefore,
there is a need to develop novel model-based approaches to
characterizing speed–accuracy tradeoffs in naming perfor-
mance for PWA.

Study Aims
The current work seeks to determine optimal RT

cutoffs for individual PWA by studying patterns of accu-
racy and RT taken from an existing corpus of picture-naming
data. Although Evans et al. (2019) successfully used the
diffusion model to estimate speed–accuracy tradeoffs in
lexical decision, there are issues applying this well-validated
model to picture-naming data based on the nonbinary re-
sponse options and long RTs often produced by PWA on
et al.: How Much Time Do PWA Need During Picture Naming? 3
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2Both ID1 and ID7 had motor speech disorders. ID1 presented with
mild apraxia, and ID7 presented with mild–moderate dysarthria. With
this task, and the existing naming models reviewed above
do not take processing speed into account. Therefore, the
current work develops and presents a new multinomial ex-
Gaussian RT model specially designed to estimate optimal
RT cutoffs in picture naming in aphasia.

Overall, our aims were to (a) develop and validate
this new RT model of picture naming in aphasia, which
characterizes RT distributions for complete naming attempts
and response proportions for accurate and inaccurate re-
sponses and nonresponses; (b) use this model to estimate
the optimal RT cutoff for individual PWA; and (c) explore
the relationships between optimal RT cutoff, accuracy, nam-
ing ability, and aphasia severity. These primary aims are de-
signed to provide an initial test case for this approach, which
we believe will help provide a unified systematic foundation
for simultaneously considering both speed and accuracy of
performance in naming assessment and treatment.

In addition, our data set provides the opportunity to
explore the role of lexical factors (word frequency, word
length in phonemes, and age of acquisition) on RT in pic-
ture naming for PWA, since, to our knowledge, these rela-
tionships have not been previously reported in the literature.
At this stage, examining these factors contributes to a more
general literature on processing speed for naming in aphasia,
although we eventually hope to incorporate these factors
in more sophisticated naming models as this line of work
continues to develop.

Method
Participants

Data from 10 PWA were taken from an existent data
repository in full compliance with institutional review board
guidelines. PWA were all stroke survivors with a clinical
diagnosis of aphasia, between 1 and 17 years postonset,
with mixed performance and severity level across language
domains. All participants were without history of other
neurological disorders. Participants were monolingual
speakers of English, with the exception of Participant ID6,
who was a Spanish–English bilingual premorbidly fluent in
English as a second language (see Tables 1 and 2 for basic
demographic and standardized test results).

Description of Naming Assessment
Data used for model development were taken from

two tests of picture naming: the 175-item PNT (Roach
et al., 1996) and an unpublished naming battery containing
at least 194 naming trials per participant,1 which had been
used for initial probe selection in a previous treatment
study (Gravier et al., 2018). In both tasks, PWA were pre-
sented with a series of pictures on a computer screen
using Microsoft PowerPoint. PWA were instructed to
name each picture using only one word. The PNT used
1Participants ID2 and ID3 were given a 360-word version of this
naming battery, while all remaining participants were given a
194-word version.
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black-and-white line drawings, whereas the probe selec-
tion battery used colored photos. These tests were audio-
recorded and rescored for current study purposes.

Accuracy Scoring Procedures
For both tasks, accuracy was scored on the first

complete response attempt per PNT scoring rules (Roach
et al., 1996). Specifically, the first utterance was minimally
a consonant–vowel combination, without self-interruptions,
and which had either a clear falling intonation or was
followed by a perceptually noticeable pause. If the partici-
pant began the trial with commentary instead of a naming
attempt (e.g., by saying “ok/right/oh man” or apologizing
for not having an accurate response), this was not counted
as a first complete response attempt. Once the first com-
plete response attempt was identified, it was scored for
accuracy. Fragments of the target, self-corrections, and
circumlocutions or other descriptions were scored as inac-
curate. Following the PNT scoring procedures, “lenient”
scoring rules were used for participants presenting with
motor speech disorder.2 All participants were given up to
30 s to respond to each target word.

RT Coding Procedures
The onset of each target was indicated in the audio

recordings with a click sound. This click was marked man-
ually in Audacity at 3 ms after its onset, which was the
typical point of its amplitude peak. RT was manually coded
from the click onset to the first complete response attempt
(as described above) by the use of labels in Audacity. RT
was not measured for trials in which the participant did
not provide a complete response attempt, which were cate-
gorized as “nonresponse.”

Reliability
One rater (the third author) coded accuracy and RT

in 4,021 individual naming trials. In trials in which the
“first complete response attempt” was ambiguous, it was
discussed and reconciled with a second rater (the first author).
These reconciliations resulted in accuracy and RT agree-
ment. Finally, using a random number generator, 10% of
trials per participant (n = 402) were selected for reliability
scoring (including accuracy and RT) and were coded by a
third independent rater.

Lexical Properties Analysis
Calculation of lexical properties followed the methods

of Fergadiotis, Swiderski, et al. (2019). Lexical frequency
(log10CD) was determined using the Subtlex corpus
(Brysbaert et al., 2012). Age of acquisition and number
of phonemes were based on the study of Kuperman et al.
these participants, the optional lenient scoring rules from the PNT
were followed. According to these rules, when scoring accuracy,
patients with a motor speech disorder (e.g., dysarthria, speech apraxia)
are allowed one sound omission, addition, or substitution per response.
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Table 1. Participant demographics.

ID Age (years) Race Gender Education (years) Etiology MPO Handedness

1 72 C M 14 Ischemic LH CVA 93 L
2 68 C F 12 Ischemic LH CVA 199 R
3 51 C M 13 Ischemic LH CVA with HC 75 R
4 52 C M 12 Ischemic LH CVA 10 R
5 45 AA M 12 Ischemic LH CVA 120 R
6 78 H M 25 Ischemic LH CVA 16 R
7 68 C M 12 Ischemic LH CVA 161 R
8 50 C M 12 Ischemic LH CVA 111 R
9 49 C M 12 Ischemic LH CVA 94 R
10 65 C M 20 Ischemic LH CVA 64 R

ID = participant ID; MPO = months post onset; C = Caucasian; M = male; LH = left hemisphere; CVA = cerebrovascular accident; L = left;
F = female; R = right; HC = hemorrhagic conversion; AA = African American; H = Hispanic.
(2012). Effects of lexical predictors on naming performance
were assessed using mixed-effects linear regression for RT
(Baayen et al., 2008) and mixed-effects logistic regression
(Jaeger, 2008) for accuracy using the lme4 package (Bates
et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2019). Each mixed-effects
model contained a single fixed effect of interest and crossed
random intercepts for participants and items.3
Modeling Approach
Description of the Multinomial Ex-Gaussian Naming Model

We applied a simple model in which naming trials
fall into three categories: accurate complete response avail-
able, inaccurate complete response available, and no com-
plete response available. By “available,” we mean that the
complete response could have been made if sufficient
time were provided, so trials in the “available” categories
could end up being nonresponses if the trial was terminated
before the response was made. To model the multinomial
distribution defining the probability that a trial is in each of
these categories, we defined free parameters for the propor-
tion of trials in which a complete response is available (pAv)
and for the proportion of trials in which the available com-
plete response is accurate (pCor|Av). Thus, the probability
of answering accurately given infinite time is pAv × pCor|Av.

The model assumes that RTs follow ex-Gaussian dis-
tributions, with separate distributions for accurate and in-
accurate responses. We chose to model RT distributions
using the ex-Gaussian distribution based on considerable
previous evidence that it is particularly well suited to char-
acterizing RT distributions across a wide range of tasks,
contexts, and populations (e.g., Van Zandt, 2000). Accu-
rate and inaccurate responses were modeled independently
based on the finding that correct responses are routinely
made more quickly than errors (Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008).
An ex-Gaussian distribution is defined by parameters for
the Gaussian mean (μ), the standard deviation (σ), and the
exponential mean (τ), which allows the model to distinguish
3An example model in R lme4 syntax: “lmer(RT ~ lexical frequency +
(1|participant) + (1|target), Data).”

Evans
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between shifts in the entire distribution (reflected by μ) and
changes in the tail (reflected by τ; Roelofs, 2008). Thus,
the RT distributions for accurate and inaccurate responses
introduce six new free parameters, bringing the total num-
ber of parameters to eight for the model as a whole.

This model is similar to recent efforts to extend mul-
tinomial processing tree models to RT data (e.g., Heck &
Erdfelder, 2016; Starns, 2018), except that it makes no
attempt to infer underlying cognitive states and instead
simply classifies trial types based on their outcome. We
omitted assumptions about underlying cognitive states at
this time because our goal was to develop a simple, robust
model that clinicians can use to predict the effects of
changing the RT cutoff in a naming task and to select an
optimal cutoff in line with their goals.

Our method of fitting the model to data is similar to
the χ2 method described by Ratcliff and Tuerlinckx (2002).
For each participant, we fit the frequency of responses in
each of 13 response categories: six RT bins for complete
accurate responses, six RT bins for complete inaccurate
responses, and one bin for trials with nonresponses. The
boundaries of the RT bins were the 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and
0.9 quantiles of the empirical RT distribution, calculated
separately for accurate and inaccurate complete responses.
We found each participant’s best fitting parameters by
minimizing the G2 statistic, which is equivalent to maximiz-
ing the likelihood of observing the empirical counts in
each of the 13 response categories, given the proportion
of responses in each category predicted by a given model
parameter set. Applying the model requires specifying the
cutoff time at which the clinician terminates a trial if no
complete response has been made, which was 30 s for our
fits. Specifying this value is necessary to define the pre-
dicted proportion of nonresponses, because even trials for
which a complete response is available are scored as non-
responses when the time required to produce the response
is greater than the cutoff time.
Methods for Estimating Individual Optimal RT Cutoffs
The multinomial RT model allows researchers and

clinicians to predict how moving the cutoff time for
et al.: How Much Time Do PWA Need During Picture Naming? 5
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Table 2. Language testing results.

IDc

CATa

PNTb

Comp. Spoken
Languaged

Comp. Written
Languagee Repetition Naming Reading Writing Mean S-weight P-weight

1 50 52 52 53 48 50 50.8 0.018 0.022
2 44 50 50 45 45 51 47.5 0.015 0.015
3 48 44 47 49 42 48 46.3 0.022 0.019
4 54 55 60 56 54 57 56.0 0.028 0.024
5 48 46 52 55 47 51 49.8 0.033 0.018
6 41 54 54 54 55 57 52.5 0.021 0.026
7 47 48 53 54 46 47 49.2 0.025 0.025
8 48 48 45 52 49 48 48.3 0.016 0.026
9 50 50 55 57 49 55 52.7 0.026 0.030
10 52 53 53 69 59 65 58.5 0.040 0.026

aComprehensive Aphasia Test (Swinburn et al., 2004). bPhiladelphia Naming Test (Roach et al., 1996): P-weight = parameter estimate, based
on naming errors, that corresponds to phonological processing ability; S-weight = parameter estimate, based on naming errors, that
corresponds to lexical–semantic processing ability. cParticipant ID. dComprehension of Spoken Language. eComprehension of Written Language.
nonresponses will affect the proportion of successful naming
attempts. The proportion correct for a given cutoff time
is the proportion of trials that end in an accurate complete
response (pAv × pCor|Av) multiplied by the proportion of
the accurate response RT distribution that falls below this
cutoff. An immediate (0 s) cutoff would produce no accu-
rate responses, whereas an infinite cutoff would produce
accuracy equal to the proportion of trials for which an
accurate complete response is available. The form of the
function relating cutoff time to accuracy between these ex-
tremes is determined by the characteristics of the accurate
response RT distribution.

In considering “optimal” RT cutoffs, there are a num-
ber of ways to conceptualize the ideal balance between
speed and accuracy (Bogacz et al., 2006; Starns & Ratcliff,
2010, 2012). For our purposes, optimality was conceptual-
ized as maximizing accuracy while taking as little time as
possible (i.e., approaching the best possible asymptotic ac-
curacy while minimizing RT), which aligns with the goals
of maximizing language performance for PWA and creating
good ability estimates. Accordingly, we estimated the opti-
mal RT cutoff here by finding the point at which a 3 s in-
crease in RT was predicted to produce additional gains of
less than 2% total percent correct. One important thing to
note about this approach is that it is data driven and ag-
nostic regarding the underlying drivers of the observed
RT distributions used to estimate the optimal cutoff; any
disorder-related, contextual, or lexical factors present in
the data will contribute to the final estimate of optimal RT
cutoff.

Results
Naming Data

We hand-coded a total of 4,021 naming trials for ac-
curacy and for RT across participants. Overall, PWA gave
a complete response on 91.2% of trials. Total average ac-
curacy for complete responses was 54% (or 49.2% when
6 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–16
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counting nonresponses as errors). The mean RT values were
3.4 s for accurate complete responses and 6.7 s for inaccu-
rate complete responses. However, there was great individ-
ual variability between individual PWA; Figure 1 shows
histogram RT distributions for complete accurate and in-
accurate responses by participant, while Table 3 shows
corresponding means and standard deviations. Overall, inter-
rater reliability on scoring was excellent, with 98.3% agree-
ment for categorization of responses (accurate complete
response, inaccurate complete response, nonresponse). Mean
absolute deviation was 0.130 s for RT on complete responses,
which was ± 2.6% of the average complete response RT
of 4.9 s.
Lexical Predictors of Picture-Naming Performance
in Aphasia

Effects of lexical predictors (lexical frequency, age of
acquisition, and number of phonemes) were assessed on
both accuracy and RT. Each factor significantly predicted
both accuracy and RT in all instances, with lower lexical
frequency associated with longer RT (β = −1.16, p < .001)
and lower accuracy (β = 1.13, p < .001), older age of ac-
quisition associated with longer RT (β = 0.50, p < .001)
and lower accuracy (β = −0.50, p < .001), and word length
in phonemes associated with longer RT (β = 0.36, p < .001)
and lower accuracy (β = −0.35, p < .001).
Model Fit
Before using the novel multinomial RT model to es-

timate speed–accuracy tradeoffs in PWA, we first estab-
lished that it fit the empirical data. The model fit was
evaluated visually in Figure 2, which demonstrated an
excellent fit for cumulative probabilities plotted across RT
quantiles and for the total proportion of responses by re-
sponse category.
20, Terms of Use: https://pubs.asha.org/pubs/rights_and_permissions 



Figure 1. Empirical response time distributions by participant for accurate and inaccurate complete responses. ID =
participant ID.

Evans et al.: How Much Time Do PWA Need During Picture Naming? 7
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Table 3. Means of accuracy and response time (RT) performance for empirical naming data.

ID Accuracy RT for accurate response RT for inaccurate response

1 0.51 (0.50) 2.80 (2.74) 8.67 (8.24)
2 0.23 (0.42) 3.41 (3.36) 7.74 (5.92)
3 0.26 (0.44) 7.08 (5.29) 14.08 (7.93)
4 0.72 (0.45) 2.75 (3.05) 5.6 (5.43)
5 0.65 (0.48) 4.18 (4.24) 10.51 (7.46)
6 0.54 (0.50) 2.50 (2.38) 7.05 (5.66)
7 0.59 (0.49) 2.59 (3.03) 8.29 (7.12)
8 0.43 (0.50) 2.34 (3.24) 6.79 (7.00)
9 0.64 (0.48) 3.70 (4.04) 10.64 (8.17)
10 0.82 (0.39) 3.36 (2.81) 9.27 (7.50)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. ID = participant ID number.
Model Results
Model parameters are presented in Table 4. Paired-

samples t tests comparing accurate versus inaccurate
complete responses did not find any differences between μ,
t(9) = −0.67, p = .52, or σ, t(9) = −1.24, p = .25, but did
find a significant difference on the exponential mean, τ,
t(9) = −10.67, p < .001, indicating a longer tail for in-
accurate incomplete responses.

Optimal RT Cutoffs
Figure 3 presents predicted accuracy at increasing

deadlines for each participant. Optimal RT cutoff ranged
from 5.0 to 10.5 s across participants. While a small sam-
ple size, optimal RT cutoffs appeared to be bimodally
distributed, with six participants displaying optimally RT
cutoffs approximately in the 5.0- to 6.3-s range and four
participants in the 9.0- to 10.5-s range (see Figure 4).

While the above indicates that all our participants
were predicted to approach their individual best possible
accuracy in approximately 5–10 s, another way of viewing
this analysis is from the perspective of naming test admin-
istration efficiency; specifically, is the 30 s allowed for re-
sponses in the standard PNT administration necessary? To
examine this question, Table 5 compares predicted partici-
pant accuracy at 5-, 10-, 15-, and 30-s cutoffs. Compared
to performance at the 5-s cutoff, participants were predicted
to perform with an average of 8% higher accuracy at the
30-s cutoff. In contrast, the difference between the 10- and
30-s cutoff was only an average of 1% different in accu-
racy, suggesting that this difference in cutoff did little to
change ability estimates for the group as a whole. However,
participants with longer optimal RT cutoffs showed large
differences in predicted accuracy between the 10- and 30-s
cutoffs, with Participant ID3 showing the largest predicted
difference of 6%. If precise accuracy estimates are the pri-
ority (as opposed to time-efficient test administration),
Table 5 shows that a 15-s cutoff is an appropriately conser-
vative naming deadline, at least across the 10 participants
in our sample.

We also explored relationships between optimal RT
cutoff, aphasia severity, and semantic and phonological
8 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–16
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determinants of naming ability based on PNT performance
(“s-weight” and “p-weight” from the two-stage activation
model; Foygel & Dell, 2000) via correlation (see Table 6).
While there were significant correlations between empirical
accuracy, s-weight (semantic processing ability), and apha-
sia severity after multiple correction, there was no signifi-
cant relationship between optimal RT cutoff and aphasia
severity, s-weight, p-weight performance, empirical RT, or
empirical accuracy. Therefore, optimal RT cutoff does not
appear to be a simple determinant of naming performance
based on accuracy or overall aphasia severity. This pattern
can be highlighted by contrasting performance of Partici-
pants ID2, ID3, ID4, and ID10 in Figure 3, since they rep-
resent the full range of individuals with high (ID4, ID10)
and low (ID2, ID3) naming accuracy with both longer (ID3,
ID10) and shorter (ID2, ID4) optimal RT cutoffs. We will
return to this point in the Discussion section.
Reliability of Optimal RT Cutoffs
Since the primary purpose of this analysis was to

develop an approach to determine optimal RT cutoffs for
individual PWA, it is also important to verify that the
model demonstrates good reliability. Therefore, we assessed
the variability in optimal RT cutoff estimates with recovery
simulations. For each participant, we generated 1,000 sim-
ulated data sets by randomly sampling trials from the
model, with the number of sampled trials from each data
set equal to the number of naming trials completed by that
participant. Specifically, whether each trial was an accurate
response, an inaccurate response, or a nonresponse was
randomly sampled from a multinomial distribution across
trial types defined by the model’s parameters based on the
probability that a complete response had been made and
was accurate. For accurate and inaccurate response trials,
a naming latency was sampled from the appropriate ex-
Gaussian distribution defined by the model’s RT parameters.
We then calculated response frequencies and RT quantiles
for each simulated data set using the same methods applied
to data from actual participants, found the best fitting
model parameters, and located the optimal RT cutoff based
on these parameters.
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Figure 2. Model fits by participant, plotting cumulative probabilities (Prob.) across response time quantiles. Triangles = empirical values for
accurate complete responses; “+” = predicted values for accurate responses; circles = empirical values for inaccurate responses; “X” = predicted
values for inaccurate responses; inverted triangles = empirical values for nonresponses; * = predicted values for nonresponses. Total proportion of
each response type plotted at a final time-out point of 30 s. ID = participant ID.
Results from the recovery simulations indicated a
high level of consistency in optimal RT cutoff estimates.
Table 7 summarizes the results for each participant in terms
of the true optimal RT cutoff (i.e., the cutoff generated by
Evans
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the set of parameters that best fit the empirical data), the
average estimated optimal RT cutoff across simulation
runs, and the standard deviation of optimal cutoff estimates
across runs (i.e., the standard error involved in estimating
et al.: How Much Time Do PWA Need During Picture Naming? 9
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Table 4. Best fitting discrete race response time mixture model parameter values, by participant.

ID

Accurate response:
ex-Gaussian distribution

Inaccurate response:
ex-Gaussian distribution Proportion

of trials
attempted

Proportion
correct

(attempted
trials only)μ σ τ μ σ τ

1 0.85 0.03 1.83 0.85 0.07 5.21 0.92 0.53
2 0.98 0.02 2.26 1.19 0.34 5.40 0.92 0.22
3 1.26 0.36 6.16 1.04 0.08 10.82 0.65 0.36
4 0.88 0.01 1.61 0.64 0.14 5.97 1.00 0.71
5 0.98 0.07 2.88 2.02 0.16 6.97 0.96 0.63
6 0.86 0.01 1.52 0.81 0.05 6.18 1.00 0.52
7 0.68 0.01 1.68 0.28 0.08 8.54 1.00 0.55
8 0.57 0.02 1.55 0.56 0.02 4.14 0.92 0.43
9 0.70 0.01 2.71 0.76 0.22 8.82 0.95 0.65
10 0.94 0.05 2.64 1.45 0.05 8.22 1.00 0.80
M 0.87 0.06 2.48 0.96 0.12 7.03 0.93 0.54
cutoff values). For each participant, the average of the
optimal RT cutoff estimate was close to the true value,
indicating no bias in estimation. Standard errors ranged
from 0.36 to 0.73 s across participants, with a median
value of 0.42. As a point of reference, a standard error of
0.5 would indicate that about 95% of cutoff estimates
were within 1 s of the true value. Thus, on the time scale
of participant responses, optimal RT cutoffs were estimated
effectively.

We also evaluated recovery performance for the RT
model parameters. Most parameters showed results similar
to the cutoff values, with no suggestion of bias or impreci-
sion in estimates. This pattern held for all parameters,
with the single exception of those defining the standard
deviation of the Gaussian component of the RT distribu-
tions. However, this is not surprising given that changing
these parameters has little influence on the predicted RT
distributions when the variability in the exponential com-
ponent is high, as it was in our fits, since the standard devi-
ation of an exponential distribution is equal to its mean. In
other words, the fits accurately recovered the “total” vari-
ability in the RT distributions, because this total variability
was dominated by variability from the exponential com-
ponent of the ex-Gaussian distribution, and the means
(and thus standard deviations) of the exponential com-
ponent were recovered reliably. Recovery of the Gauss-
ian component was poor because this component is a
small part of the total variability, which is precisely why
the failed recovery is not particularly consequential for
making conclusions based on the model results (e.g., it did
not impair the ability to estimate optimal RT cutoffs with
high accuracy).
Discussion
The goals of this study were to (a) develop a new

model of aphasia picture naming that could accurately ac-
count for RT distributions of accurate and inaccurate re-
sponses, (b) use this new model to estimate the optimal RT
cutoff for individual PWA, and (c) explore the relation-
ships between optimal RT cutoff, accuracy, naming ability,
10 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–16
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and aphasia severity. In addition, we also looked at the effects
of lexical frequency, age of acquisition, and word length
in phonemes on both production accuracy and RT; these
analyses were consistent with previous work on neurotypi-
cal individuals; and were consistent with accuracy analyses
previously reported in Fergadiotis, Swiderski, et al. (2019).

Overall, our model fits the data well and provided re-
liable individual estimates of optimal RT cutoff. Looking
at the model parameters, τ shows a longer tail for inaccu-
rate compared to accurate responses. There are multiple in-
terpretations consistent with this finding. One is in terms
of response confidence. In this account, early responses in-
dicate confidence and fast retrieval of both accurate and
inaccurate responses. However, when fast confident retrieval
did not occur, this led to hesitation and eventual production
of a “guess” response, thereby increasing the RT tail for
inaccurate responses. Another is in terms of lexical compe-
tition, in that words with minimal competition are retrieved
quickly and accurately, while words with increased com-
petition retrieval more often resulted in errors and took lon-
ger to retrieve.

Our analysis of optimal RT cutoffs found two clusters
at roughly 5 and 10 s (see Figure 4), which could reflect a
bimodal distribution for optimal RT cutoffs. However, this
finding requires replication, as our small sample could easily
be misrepresenting a continuous range. Regardless, current
results indicate that the optimal RT cutoff for picture naming
in aphasia is 5–10.5 s, when optimality is defined in terms
of maximizing accuracy and providing good ability esti-
mates in the shortest amount of time.

Two of our participants have noted motor speech
impairments (ID1 presented with mild apraxia and ID7
presented with mild–moderate dysarthria). Although we
cannot draw any strong conclusions about individual dif-
ferences at this point, we do note they have optimal RT
cutoff on the shorter side of our sample (approximately 5 s).
This suggests that additional time spent before producing a
complete response does not appear to improve their accu-
racy. It would be important to replicate this finding in a
larger sample to determine if presence of motor speech
impairments consistently produces this kind of effect.
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Figure 3. Predicted accuracy growth curve and optimal response time cutoff by participant. Black curved line represents predicted proportion
correct (y-axis) at increasing response deadlines (x-axis). Dotted line represents reward rate across increasing response deadlines. Black
vertical bars indicate the optimal response time cutoff plotted for each participant. ID = participant ID.
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Figure 4. Distribution of individual optimal response time (RT) cutoffs (x-axis).
While these results are preliminary and based on a
small sample, they still have implications for both treatment
and assessment. In terms of treatment, the ability to esti-
mate optimal RT cutoffs at the individual level could be
used to improve outcomes in anomia therapy. A number
of anomia treatments rely on repetitive drill-based retrieval
of trained words using picture naming as part of their
treatment protocols (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Coelho et al.,
2000; Conroy et al., 2009, 2012; Fillingham et al., 2006;
Wambaugh et al., 2013). Incorporating patient-specific op-
timal RT cutoffs could be a way to increase overall dosage
in terms of successful trials per hour of treatment (Evans
et al., 2019). While it is unlikely that the specific optimal
RT cutoffs estimated here for naming apply directly to func-
tional communication or connected speech, there is evidence
that picture-naming performance is predictive of word-finding
ability in conversation (Herbert et al., 2008), and the basic
concept of setting some form of time limit on retrieval
attempts is still likely to be beneficial. While additional
disorder-related processes (e.g., syntax) affect performance
at the discourse level, training PWA to know when to
“move on” from a failed word retrieval attempt and shift
to alternative communication strategies (e.g., circumlocution,
shifting to written or gesture communication modalities)
would still likely improve communicative efficiency and
Table 5. Estimated participant accuracy at various response time
cutoffs.

ID 5-s cutoff 10-s cutoff 15-s cutoff 30-s cutoff

1 44% 48% 49% 49%
2 17% 20% 20% 20%
3 11% 18% 21% 23%
4 66% 71% 71% 71%
5 46% 58% 60% 61%
6 49% 52% 52% 52%
7 51% 55% 55% 55%
8 38% 40% 40% 40%
9 49% 60% 62% 62%
10 63% 78% 80% 80%
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conversational coherence. Here, the key would be helping
PWA internalize their own RT cutoffs in a way that maxi-
mizes their feelings of communication competence (“I
know when to “let it go” and try sharing my idea another
way”) instead of merely increasing deadline pressures.

In terms of assessment, these results suggest that rea-
sonable estimates of best possible naming ability can be
obtained for most (but not all) PWA using a 10-s RT cut-
off, as our results indicate that participants with longer
optimal RT cutoffs would have their naming ability sys-
tematically underestimated. While replication is warranted,
this finding has important clinical implications, as recent
development of a short form (Walker & Schwartz, 2012)
and adaptive versions (Fergadiotis, Hula, et al., 2019) of the
PNT have shifted response deadlines from 30 to 10 s. For
individuals with longer optimal RT cutoffs, this deadline
essentially puts them in a timed naming context, which is
qualitatively different from the test experience of individuals
with shorter optimal cutoffs. Therefore, a 15-s cutoff appears
to be a more appropriate threshold for equitably assessing
best possible naming performance from individuals with
varying RT dynamics, at least based on the current sample.

We also explored the relationships between optimal
RT cutoff, naming ability, and aphasia severity. Overall
aphasia severity and semantic ability (s-weight) both corre-
lated with predicted naming accuracy as expected, with
milder impairments corresponding to higher performance.
Although its significance did not survive multiple com-
parisons, there was also a positive relationship (r = .65)
between semantic ability and optimal RT cutoff, with in-
dividuals with higher semantic processing also showing
“longer” optimal RT cutoffs. This potential finding should
be pursued further, as it might suggest that, in instances of
word-finding difficulty, PWA with more intact semantic
networks have a better chance of eventually retrieving words
successfully with additional time, based on their ability to
continue to accumulate semantic information for the target
(e.g., via self-cueing or other processes).

In addition, there was no relationship between over-
all aphasia severity and optimal RT cutoff or between
20, Terms of Use: https://pubs.asha.org/pubs/rights_and_permissions 



Table 6. Correlations between optimal response time (RT) cutoff, empirical accuracy, empirical RT, and language test performance (N = 10).

Variable Aphasia severity S-weight P-weight Optimal RT cutoff Mean accuracy Mean RT

Aphasia severity — .7* .54 .14 .82** −.28
S-weight .7* — .24 .65* .85** .1
P-weight .54 .24 — −.08 .61 −.54
Optimal RT cutoff .14 .65* −.08 — .37 .54
Mean accuracy .82** .85** .61 .37 — −.27
Mean RT −.28 .1 −.54 .54 −.27 −.28

Note. Aphasia severity = Comprehensive Aphasia Test total mean modality T score; P-weight = parameter estimate, based on naming errors,
that corresponds to phonological processing ability; S-weight = parameter estimate, based on naming errors, that corresponds to lexical–
semantic processing ability.

*Unadjusted p < .05. **p < .05, adjusting for multiple comparisons by correcting for false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).
overall aphasia severity and mean empirical RT, as PWA
with high and low accuracy rates demonstrated both high
and low optimal RT cutoffs. This indicates that RT perfor-
mance cannot merely be inferred by performance on other
reported diagnostic measures based on accuracy perfor-
mance alone and needs to be accounted for and measured
specifically. Since there was no direct relationship between
aphasia severity and optimal RT cutoff, this supports the
importance of estimating speed–accuracy tradeoffs at the
individual level, as both mild and severe PWA could exac-
erbate naming deficits and reduce overall efficiency by
giving themselves an inappropriate amount of time to respond
during treatment, assessment, or functional communication.

The decoupling of speed and accuracy noted in this
study also forces reconsideration of how anomia is con-
ceptualized and how it is assessed in terms of speed and
accuracy performance. As reviewed in the introduction,
most traditional naming batteries use very long RT cutoffs
and estimate naming ability solely based on accuracy perfor-
mance, while others set relatively short deadlines or penalize
delayed responses. We propose that our model may provide
a more systematic foundation for conceptualizing the inde-
pendent contribution of speed and accuracy in anomia. This
is because the optimal RT cutoff reflects the average point in
time where additional time becomes exceedingly unlikely to
increase the chances of a correct response. This coupling of
speed and accuracy in a single definition is important, be-
cause it operationalizes retrieval proficiency and efficiency
Table 7. Reliability of optimal response time cutoff.

ID True cutoff Mean of bootstrap estimates SE

1 6.3 6.3 0.4
2 5.5 5.5 0.4
3 10.5 10.5 0.7
4 6.3 6.3 0.4
5 9.6 9.5 0.5
6 5.6 5.5 0.4
7 5.9 5.9 0.4
8 5.0 5.0 0.4
9 8.9 8.9 0.5
10 9.7 9.6 0.5
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using a unified approach. However, the finding that neither
empirical accuracy nor RT predicts optimal RT cutoff high-
lights the complexity of this issue, and considerable additional
work is required to better elucidate these relationships.

In general, speed and accuracy both contribute valu-
able information toward understanding performance and
underlying cognitive processes. Models that integrate both
while accounting for speed–accuracy tradeoffs (a) are better
able to describe empirical data, (b) avoid the divergent
findings that often occur when speed and accuracy are stud-
ied as separate dependent variables, and (c) can be more
sensitive to understanding and delineating underlying cog-
nitive processes. While the current work focused on devel-
oping a simple, robust model that clinicians can use to
predict the effects of shifting RT cutoffs for individual PWA,
the multinomial modeling approach we employed is fully
consistent with multinomial processing tree models such as
those used by Walker et al. (2018). As a result, future work
could use this approach to integrate accuracy and RT in-
formation to better understand the role of latent cognitive
processes in naming performance for PWA as well.

There are several limitations in this study that should
be addressed in future work: First, our study sample was
small and heterogeneous, and a larger sample may have pre-
sented with a broader range of optimal RT cutoffs. Future
work should replicate these findings on a larger sample that
appropriately captures the full range of aphasia severity.
Second, the lack of normative data does not allow us to
compare PWA optimal cutoff performance against age-
and education-matched controls. This information could be
helpful in determining how to better weigh speed and accu-
racy performance in naming assessments. Third, while we
found that lexical frequency, age of acquisition, and word
length in phonemes all predicted empirical naming accuracy
and RT in our sample, we were not able to incorporate
these factors in our model given the limited data avail-
able. This is a major limitation, especially when consider-
ing treatment applications, since providing a single average
optimal cutoff for an individual likely overestimates the
amount of time they require to produce simple words and
underestimates the amount of time they require to produce
difficult words.
t al.: How Much Time Do PWA Need During Picture Naming? 13
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Therefore, in future work, we hope to replicate find-
ings in a larger sample and further validate this approach
by comparing estimated optimal RT cutoff performance
with actual PWA in experimental work presenting naming
tasks at different response deadlines and to investigate the
stability of optimal RT cutoffs on repeated testing. It would
also be important to look at the relation between optimal
RT cutoffs and additional disorder-related factors (such as
general cognitive slowing).

In addition, we hope to develop more granular models
of optimal naming performance by estimating item-specific
optimal cutoffs for individual PWA, which would better
account for lexical characteristics in naming performance.
A modified model that could provide specific RT cutoffs
and update values adaptively based on performance to ac-
count for effects of training or fatigue could then be used
to provide feedback in computer-based anomia treatment.
As noted above, this type of advance could greatly improve
treatment efficiency in anomia.

In summary, our multinomial ex-Gaussian modeling
approach appears to be a simple, reliable, and straight-
forward way to estimate optimal RT cutoffs in picture naming
for PWA. Optimal cutoffs ranged between approximately
5 and 10 s for our participants in a naming context where
PWA are typically given up to 30 s to respond. These find-
ings have implications for both assessment and treatment
and suggest that it might be feasible to carry out a coarse-
grained temporal analysis of a person’s naming patterns in
clinic (e.g., attempting to informally characterize their
speed–accuracy dynamics) as an additional way to under-
stand and address their anomia. There was no direct relation-
ship between aphasia severity naming RT or optimal RT
cutoff. Therefore, the complex relationships between speed
and accuracy performance during naming assessment re-
quire considerable additional study and should motivate
future naming test development.
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